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Discord Virtual Assistant

Objectives

This project sought to solve the problem that Discord previously lacked any built-in
virtual assistant to help users with their daily interactions with the app which limits its ease of
use. Therefore, the objective and motivation for Discord Virtual Assistant was to create a
Discord bot that users could interact with similarly to how people interact with Google Home or
Amazon Alexa. A virtual assistant is a form of artificial intelligence which allows users to speak
commands to it such as asking for weather data, playing music, or adding to a grocery list.
Users of our Discord Virtual Assistant communicate with it through a voice channel within a
Discord Server. The bot performs tasks based on what is asked of it and responds through the
voice channel with either an answer to a question or acknowledgement of a command.

In regard to the features our Discord Virtual Assistant supports, it can currently handle
echoing commands back to the user and providing the time. The bot can detect other
commands such as asking for the weather, sending a message, or banning a user, however the
actual implementation of these actions will be included in a future iteration.

Previous alternatives

Previously, the main alternatives to Discord Virtual Assistant were the typical virtual
assistants on the market such as Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, or Siri. While these are all
viable options, the features they offer do not interact with Discord. With Discord being a
common tool used for both gaming and school, a virtual assistant that can help users streamline
the way in which they interact with it is a welcomed addition to this market.

In the realm of Discord bots, there are some virtual assistants out there such as Google
Assistant Discord bot1 or SUSI.AI2. However, they are limited in their abilities. Mainly, users
interact with these bots using messages in a channel rather than being able to use voice
commands to control the bot like Discord Virtual Assistant aims to do. Also, the features that
they support are akin to traditional virtual assistants (Google Assistant, Alexa, etc.) in that they

2 https://top.gg/bot/529746879953764382
1 https://top.gg/bot/519295969309753384
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do not help users interact with Discord. They are virtual assistants within Discord, which our
Assistant improves on by being a virtual assistant for Discord.

Our approach

The approach relied on layering several APIs in order to get the desired virtual assistant.
Firstly, and most importantly, the discord.js API allowed us to easily interact with the Discord
platform. The discord.js API gave us the ability to send and receive messages and audio while
simultaneously granting full administration over the Discord server with functions such as
banning users, inviting users, or creating webhooks. Once we had our interface with Discord set
up, the next step was to receive and process the audio clips returned from Discord. This was
rather straightforward as discord.js returns audio clips separated by “silence” (or when no one is
speaking in the server) which works perfectly for this application. Once we had our audio clip,
we had to change it from a signed-16 bit, little-endian encoded PCM container to a WAV audio
file which includes information on the audio contained within it. Once the audio is converted it is
uploaded to the Google Speech-to-Text API which returns a transcript of the audio clip.

Once we had the transcript of the audio, we needed to parse the text looking for
commands and their arguments. The parser needed to understand all potential commands and,
in some cases, needed to wait for multiple audio files to be processed before it could perform an
action. From here, the bot began performing an action which usually began with an audio
response to the user. The audio response was generated by the Google Text-to-Speech API
using the text provided by the action. Once a response is rendered, the virtual assistant
performs any additional functions contained in the action, such as sending a message, or
banning a user.



Interface
Our software does not have its own graphical user interface. Rather, users interact with

Discord’s GUI to use the bot. In order to interface with our bot specifically, users join a Discord
voice channel and request that the bot joins as well. Once the bot has joined, users command it
to record via a text command and then they can speak their commands to it.

The way this works relies on the discord.js API, which provides functionality to record the
audio in the voice channel as an audio file. This audio file is then transcribed to text via Google’s
speech-to-text API. Once the audio is transcribed to text, the bot has a parser which scans
through the text to look out for keywords and phrases that correspond to the commands the bot
supports; then, the bot acts on the command it receives.  If the command is to do something
within Discord itself (send a message, ban a user, etc.), the bot uses discord.js to execute the
requested task, but if the command is for something not Discord related (ask for the weather,
time, etc.) then the bot executes it using other tools such as a weather API for weather data or
JavaScript’s Date class for the time.

Once the command has been executed, the bot puts together a string to respond to the
user. It either contains the information the user requested or simply an acknowledgement that
the command has executed if no information is requested. Once the string is constructed,
Google Text-to-Speech is used to get an audio file of the response being spoken and discord.js
is used to have the audio file played in the voice channel back to the user.





Architecture and Technologies

To implement this architecture, a few different technologies and tools were used. The
main necessary technology is the Discord API. Discord offers solid developer support, with
thorough documentation on their feature-rich API. However, the main feature that our project
uses is Discord API’s ability to generate audio sections separated by silence. We then use the
Node.js module discord.js to collect the silence-separated audio into files. This discord.js
module is used to create the Discord “bot,” which handles all direct user interfacing. The bot
then makes a call to ffmpeg (an audio and video conversion program) to convert the audio into a
usable format by the speech to text API. The bot then sends the audio files to the speech-to-text
API for translation from audio into text, which is then sent to a parser.

The parser is custom-coded to determine whether or not the selected audio clip (now
converted into text) is one of the commands supported by our project. If so, the discord.js bot
handles the required actions through the Discord API and, if necessary, Google’s text-to-speech
API is used to provide information to the user.

As for development tools, we use GitHub for version control and repository storage.
Coding is done through the WebStorm JavaScript IDE, which is available free for students (of
which all project members are). Google Drive was used for supporting any internal
documentation necessary for the team, and Discord was used for team communication.



Who is it for?

Users of Discord will find our virtual assistant useful, since no alternatives exist that can
directly interact with Discord. It has much more functionality within Discord than other virtual
assistants which aren’t capable of interfacing with the Discord API. It can detect commands to
do things like message other Discord users, play music within a voice channel, or record the
audio within a voice channel. The virtual assistant takes the form of a Discord bot, so it’s also
able to take in voice commands from every user in the voice channel.

Discord server administrators may also find the virtual assistant useful. You could map
administrator commands to specific voice commands to save time. For example, you might say
“Hey Discord bot, add a voice channel named general” or “Hey Discord bot, ban user1234”. The
usefulness of the virtual assistant depends on the administrator and what they do. Best practice
would be for an administrator to only use the bot in their own private voice channel without other
users who could interfere with the bot, as the bot is unable to differentiate between voices with
the current iteration.

Development costs

Currently, our project is using the free versions of the Google and Discord APIs.
However, if we were to continue this project, most of the development cost would come from the
price of using pre-developed APIs. While the Discord API has a global rate limit for requests,
there is no cost associated with use. There are many Speech-to-text APIs available for public
use, with differing costs and pricing schemes. For most APIs, there is a free trial period. Then,
additional time must be purchased for continued access.

We estimate future running cost based on several following assumptions:
1. We assume a user averages 10 hours weekly in discord calls
2. We assume approximately 1% of this time will be spend making API calls through

the bot
3. We estimate costs for 1 and 1,000 users monthly
4. Estimates for user cost cannot use free minutes included with APIs, as it is a

commercial setting
It is important to note that these assumptions are estimates, and further user testing is

necessary to get a better picture of the exact operational cost per user.

Using these numbers, we can estimate the project cost per month for each API here,
including cost per additional user and cost per additional 1,000 users:

Google Cloud[1] IBM Watson[2] AssemblyAI[3]

Cost per Hour $1.44-$2.16* $1.20 $0.9

Cost of 1 User per $0.58-$0.86* $0.48 $0.36



Month

Cost of 1,000 Users
per Month

$576-$864* $480 $360

Number of Supported
Languages

120 13 1

*Standard vs. Enhanced model

We can see that the Google model that we use includes the greatest language support
and boasts state-of-the-art accuracy and is still affordable for lower numbers of users. However,
if future cost-cutting efforts become necessary, research into implementation of cheaper
text-to-speech APIs could be performed as AssemblyAI could result in a 37.5% reduction in cost
per user over the standard Google API.

Data Tracking



The data that our project is tracking is shown in the two above graphs. The first graph
tracks the amount of times that the parser detects one of the supported commands in the
transcript of the voice channel. This will track which commands are being used most frequently
by the users to tell us how our bot is being utilized. The second graph tracks how often Record
is called each day. Record is called when a user intends for the bot to begin listening to the
voice channel they are in, meaning they are using the bot. So overall, this data will track the
usage rate of our bot across different days. This data could be used in the future to improve our
bot if we choose to continue working on this project.

Success and Conclusion

The team feels as though we have been successful in our original intentions for the
project. We have been able to create a bot which is able to interact via API with Discord, Google
text to speech and Google speech to text and are able to parse commands from text and act on
those commands with Discord. The only thing we feel we are lacking from the original intention
is the constant recording and parsing, this was impractical to implement during the course of
this project as the cost of the Google API’s would have been too great. Currently the bot will
need to be asked to record via typing before issuing a command. The project we have
completed is a platform from which we can build off of in the future to add just about any feature
customers could want.



Feedback

We have decided to continue tracking the usage of different commands rather than the
accuracy of detecting the commands as tracking the accuracy would require us to verify with the
user that the bot detected the correct command after each issuance. Other than this, all
feedback has been addressed.



Appendix

Build and Test Instructions

Installation:

Repository:
https://github.com/plop91/Discord-Virtual-Assistant

Discord Virtual Assistant requires node.js in order to run, if you do not have node.js installed
follow these instructions first then complete these steps.

1. Download code to “DISCORD_VIRTUAL_ASSISTANT_DIR” (replace
“DISCORD_VIRTUAL_ASSISTANT_DIR” with desired folder name)
Command: git clone https://github.com/plop91/Discord-Virtual-Assistant.git
DISCORD_VIRTUAL_ASSISTANT_DIR

2. Change to downloaded directory
Command: cd DISCORD_VIRTUAL_ASSISTANT_DIR

3. Install dependencies
Command: npm update -g npm
Command: npm install

4. Create a Discord bot token and set it as an environmental variable, instructions for
creating a discord bot token can be found here
Command: export TOKEN=DISCORD_TOKEN (Commands may vary by OS)

5. Set database environmental variables using access info provided at the bottom of this
document (replace ‘export’ with ‘set’ on Windows)
Command: export DVA_DATABASE_HOST=hostname/ip
Command: export DVA_DATABASE_USER=username
Command: export DVA_DATABASE_PASSWORD=password

6. Set Google Cloud environmental variables using access info provided at the bottom of
this document (replace ‘export’ with ‘set’ on Windows)
Command: export CLIENT_EMAIL=ClientEmail
Command: export PRIVATE_KEY=PrivateKey

Run/Build:
1. Change to downloaded directory

Command: cd DISCORD_VIRTUAL_ASSISTANT_DIR
2. Start the node application

Command: npm start

https://github.com/plop91/Discord-Virtual-Assistant
https://nodejs.org/en/download/
https://www.writebots.com/discord-bot-token/


Test:
1. Change to downloaded directory

Command: cd DISCORD_VIRTUAL_ASSISTANT_DIR
2. Start the tests for the node application

Command: npm test

Build History

A log of past successful and failed builds can be found at
https://github.com/plop91/Discord-Virtual-Assistant/actions and seen below.

Access information

Environmental variables need to be set in order to access a database for this project. The
following variables must be set to use the pre-existing database.

DVA_DATABASE_HOST=database.sodersjerna.com

DVA_DATABASE_USER=dva

DVA_DATABASE_PASSWORD=dvaumasslowellpassword

Environmental variables are also needed for Google cloud, the following variables can be used
to access our account.

CLIENT_EMAIL=discordvat2s@firm-reason-342216.iam.gserviceaccount.com

(NOTE the quotes before and after private key to account for spaces)
PRIVATE_KEY=’-----BEGIN PRIVATE
KEY-----\nMIIEvAIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAASCBKYwggSiAgEAAoIBAQCl65XoVD1vL82A
\nxpl2RXeka1ZO8diyiXen4DdRIVUqkJ5CwEWlWWuFiMAw5SN+SDoS+76uNNIaMeCg\nnK2c0
usuepvKZK6hRG4zFk3tdruzQ3PcYAUTsR5x8p1KDMkqIBqicpEXR10zueDe\ndp6pKT8VzPjp5V
Srr70MyVHLfggWpD0oDV7f34IQn673+XrFTTeo1Jdhm1+3xbsW\neflSZFERtlzny78bW7bL7LfIjJ
X+9MlO2Z/4QicTsY1fdT1DJ1K84JYxUb9ntaxm\nkBViR2P4P56drKqDMivfwd+QAXutpPGjMwj
MDNOodBA2RMnRNjClRsJTI4nDd3Nm\nU+BQXk+DAgMBAAECggEAExRPn9s2rfdJF4KpjqR
MrpSvOehtRZPcNWrpltk752dL\njkZ428Y4FdoUq6q1wFBC6VWXPDC+a50KWmhvPbuH/XIY7
GxTznSa2CIQ96UHJC/g\nqK9GoNiQX9mzxO+fyZ8jy5lcCNlqeh0TotFGIRKpT/L1jpk8pCTTGvT
NhJZrYgWf\ndvzojk3gdcNExjh7g97+pkLS7VEs44LGz8ORf5gXK4qJufPr/bc7vQpw0m2wtNbw\n
oiZSUyoFu7h/JhQuwpeS4NVhdBfJDYJcdC1N7Hp/+R55XNsv18LlWfSJUbxhP8VR\nTMCLzEX

https://github.com/plop91/Discord-Virtual-Assistant/actions
mailto:discordvat2s@firm-reason-342216.iam.gserviceaccount.com


MFYe2xJ/ezAP4nnGoc/cZp6Nu69/klxaZIQKBgQDoLAv8kD/gpI7P8Nj4\ntbQ0eUMKootavwUOg
Xb8oeieihP0q+pL/CisjckYeluouxbKMhGeKcGXAE2KLbJO\n09HOxf6mMl/P/OokzGiRpNtZRgIU
HzTR431tpXIC02gTlQSD2pzAi3BFVtiQouY1\nnZlj0eLWXpp/LWvFcuxTI6adYQKBgQC28uCol6i
BLij1wm0c1jNAGIbcKBk5TROM\ngIySW/g7ZOv7Un/UL2O5vhz912Y2+luZil5VmrK9QKt+lJiJh8l
TAwSTn1APUNy7\nGUJxgACHpivzeKV3Vj6Wa6mD9xC7Eq4DpiiTccYGuVWlmUUQly9fwKKpR
7mRgrg5\nxS2j6YlTYwKBgGYfccpPPPm4CGVo4FdNvY1TRWz5IGjzGutNgSQQp7yMqch2kiGI
\nMe/skeblc0nduWGI8nzqiw+7f1/nR8Yqn9/e8WrzP3fCHM/A5cIijKVRCPsG2vnz\noalIG8Uobm
AmrQy+bTK4YtLtJ2c/cBlnUCA7Ixb+F+EW/o+kRFUxmkkhAoGAaB/L\n5aiLaxqOjXFfEK6I9M4A
04Su9oH7wlfXqeVWXteNx7iosGdYZvrhHUhfEKNlRvoN\nvsMRP81yzdRdDMmPuANbs3lU46K
uPn6d5mNn6cyV7ziXVFhtvsb/7+/KQe7bw4/q\nQCDdCC6rpFibilnByMmmypnb8AlqONcUptngIu
kCgYBo875ncgkML9ayUTMaWulw\nGEkuXX3Srqmb96xKhlyFnqrly364upWpmEseRALdeq9oy
CZMAFJ3xdpf1id5yV7F\nfxoc65GoVozk3h2gY2xe8z4D3bKXkiPnvdk5DOXDhvr4cBJfvk0iCyF8
BFlF1JBj\ngWTRKCrex9hGMbV49jenwg==\n-----END PRIVATE KEY-----\n’
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